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Overview

1. The business buying process

2. The role of people and organisation psychology on 

the buying processing

3. Framework for building a persona

4. Framework for building a persona journey map



Businesses have a structured buying process

But overlaying all of these processes are people

Education

(Awareness)

1. Identify the 
issue

2. Assess risks 
and benefits

Solution

(Consideration / Evaluation)

3. Identify and 
analyse options

4. Select a 
strategy

Vendor Selection

(Decision / Justification / Purchase)

5. Implement 
the strategy

6. Monitor and 
evaluate results



Understanding the influences on these people 

within the process is key to persona and journey 

mapping
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The buying 
decision process

The 
Environment

Buyer 
response



You have to know who you are pitching to and 

get the persona messages right

Initiator

Influencer

Decider

User

Economic 
Buyer

Gatekeeper

Decision making roles Decision making authority

Strategic 
Decisions

Tactical 
Decisions

Operational 
Decision

Owners / 
Directors

Managers

Most 
Employees



Selling Sustainability - An example of why 

personas matter

Initiator

(Sustainability 
Manager)

Influencer

(Operations / 
Production 

Staff)

Decider

(General 
Manager)

User

(Operations 
Manager)

Economic 
Buyer

(CFO)

Gatekeeper

(Procurement 
Manager)



The CFO Persona
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Responsible for Managing overall financial performance of the company

Sustainability Sophistication Sustainability Pain Level Economic Buyer Champion
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✓ Focused on share price and shareholder 
value

✓ Actively involved in preparing public 
reporting about company performance and 
managing investor and analyst relationships

✓ Responsible for managing and controlling the 
company’s earnings risk profile

✓ Gatekeeper for new large expenditure items
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✓ EBITA
✓ NPV / ROI / Payback Period
✓ IRR
✓ Materiality (% EBITDA/Rev)

Pa
in

✓ Growing shareholder value
✓ Managing material risks to financial 

performance of the company
✓ Attracting and retaining investor / 

shareholders
✓ Ensuring all material aspects of company 

performance are reported in public reports / 
communicated to shareholders

Buying Insights

✓ Expect sustainability investments to deliver ROI within reasonable 
payback periods

✓ Don’t perceive sustainability as a material risk to their business
✓ Can be swayed by investor sentiments or trends in investment 

selection criteria from large investors

✓ Pride themselves in delivering best practice public reports
✓ Trust industry experts and professional bodies to keep them abreast of 

current trends
✓ Are not sustainability subject matter experts



A framework for mapping your persona journey
Education

(Awareness)
Solution

(Consideration / Evaluation)
Vendor Selection

(Decision / Justification / Purchase)

Before What are the problems or issues they are 
experiencing?

Do they know where to find solutions?
Do they know the full set of options available?
Do they know how to compare the pros and cons 
of the available options?

Do they know what criteria they should use to 
select solutions?
Do they know the difference between the 
vendors?
Do they know how to present and sell the 
solution internally?

Negative 
Consequence

How is it effecting them personally?
How is it effecting their organization / business?

Operational or efficiency  costs?
Regulatory or reputation risk?
Material differences ROI / pay back periods?

What is the personal risk if they select the wrong 
solution?
What is the organization / business risk if they 
select the wrong solution?

After Identified they have a problem
Know why they need to solve it
Know how to sell the need for a solution to their 
decision makers

Know the range of solutions available
Understand the cost, risks and benefits of each 
solution
Envision how the solutions would work for their 
organisation / business

Know how to shortlist vendors
Understand what your business offers relative to 
other vendors
Know how to sell the benefits of your solution 
into the decision makers

What you 
want to
achieve

Their problem is framed in a way that leads 
them to your solution

You are in their solution set
Their criteria for selection includes criteria only 
you can meet (USP / points of differentiation)

You are their preferred vendor
You have provided them with information that  
prove you are the best choice
All the information decision makers need to 
choose you has been provided

CONTENT / EXPERIENCES THAT UNDERSTANDS THESE ISSUES DELIVERED AT THE RIGHT TIME TO THE RIGHT PERSON IS KEY TO PERSONA JOURNEY MAPPING



The journey to buying a Shell Card for a SME 

business ownerEducation
(Awareness)

Solution
(Consideration / Evaluation)

Vendor Selection
(Decision / Justification / Purchase)

Customer 
Insights

Company tax (especially about vehicles) is 
confusing
Spending time on admin distracts me from 
growing my business
I am worried if I get it wrong the tax man will 
come after me

Wow this vehicle tax stuff is complex
I never realized how much time my admin 
resource wastes chasing receipts from employees
I’m sick of all these receipts in my glovebox
My admin staff want me to consider getting fuel 
cards – is that the right decision
What is a fuel card anyway?

Which fuel card should I choose?
What sort of things should I consider?
Can I get a discount?
What are the fees?

Samples of 
content in the
journey we 
created



A few words or advice before we wrap….

- Use data and insights you already have

- Speak to real prospects and customers yourself

- Micro test your theories cheaply

- Don’t let perfect get in the way of good

- Ideate and optimise continuously


